
WE CLAIM:

1. Method foXthe production of extra-wide veneers [and from them the

production of endless laminated wood boards by gluing and pressing a chain of veneers

combined from these extra-wrae veneers one over the other and behind one another in a

plurality of layers^characterized in that the oncoming veneers with a producible width b

and grain running transversely aA combined one behind the other into a chain of veneers,

stitched together at their abuttingVedges or adhered together with adhesive tape, and

laminated wood boards with a given extra-width (B) are cut off in the direction of the grain

such that the seams or abutting edges of the laminated wood boards are distributed

irregularly over the width of a laminated wood board, not in line with one another.

2. Method of claim 1, characterized in that the joining together of the veneers

to form a chain of veneers is performed with untrmmied abutting edges.

3. Method of claim 1, characterized in that ti^e joining of the veneers to form a

chain of veneers for the covering layers of a laminated w<^od board is performed with

trimmed abutting edges.

4. Apparatus^ for the practice of the method of claim 1, comprising a veneer

supply station, a vacuum coSyeyor belt for lifting off and advancing the veneers on a supply

stack that can be raised and loured, and apparatus for further transport onto a feeding belt

of an LVL production line, characterized n that in a continuously operating manner

veneers (1) with their grain (c) and theW^proc ucible width (b) oriented across the direction

of feed (F) are lifted from the vacuum ConS^ ^br belt onto .a-double-beltxonyeyor^^) the

apparatus following the double beltyleonveyoi OS^avinj^^ machine (5) for sewing""

together the oncoming junctions (dp between two vfcpeers (irSld~tHeTMnrof veneers (14)

thus formed can be transferred tor a second double cort^eyor belt apparatus (15), the chain

of veneers (14) can be severed by a cutting apparatus (7i to a given length equal to the

corresponding width (B) of a extra-wide veneer board (1(K and that the thus severed

extra-wide veneer board (10) can be laid by means of a secondVacuum conveyor belt (8)

onto a feeding belt (13) running at right angles thereto with their gi^in(c) now running in

the direction of feed of the LVL production machine.
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5. Apparatus for the practice of the method of claim 1, comprising a veneer

supply sta&on, a vacuum conveyor belt for lifting and carrying the veneers which can be

raised and lowered on a supply stack, and apparatus for depositing onto a supply stack,

characterized inUhat, in a continuously operating manner, veneers (1) with their grain (c)

and their producible width (b) oriented across the direction of feed (F) are lifted from the

vacuum conveyor belt (4) for transfer to a double conveyor belt (6), the apparatus has

following the double belt conveyor (6) ^sewing machine (5) for sewing together the

oncoming abutting edges (cD of two veneers, and the chain of veneers (14) thus formed can

be transferred to a second aouble belyctwujgyor (15), the chain of veneers (14) can be

severed by means of a cutting sppar^tus (7/ to a given length equal to the corresponding

width (B) of an extra-wide laminated woodf board (10), and that the extra-wide laminated

wood boards (10) thus severed can oe deposited onto a transport pallet to form a supply

stack. \

6. Apparatus according to clainrs5, characterized in that the cutting apparatus

(7) is equipped with a single-edged knife. \

7. Method for ^toducing extra-wide veneer boards comprising the steps of:

a) combinmg oncoming veneers with a producible width b and grain

running transversely one behindVhe other into a continuous chain of veneers;

b) fastening together abutting edges of the oncoming veneers to form

seams; and \

c) repetitively cutting the continuous veneer chain in a direction of the

grain to form extra-wide veneer boardsVvith a given extra-width (B).

8. Method according to claimV, further comprising the step of:

d) gluing and pressing aVhain of veneers combined from the extra-wide

veneer boards one over the other and behindVie another in a plurality of layers to form an

endless laminated wood board, the extra-wide Boards being layered such that the seams are

not in line with one another. \

9. Method according to claim 8, wherein step a is performed with oncoming

veneers having trimmed abutting edges for the extra-wide veneer boards that form top and

bottom cover layers of the endless laminated wood boara.
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10. Method according to claim 7, wherein the fastening step includes stitching

the veneers together.

11. Method according to claim 7, wherein the fastening step includes adhering

the veneers together with adhesive tape.

12. Method according to claim 7, wherein the extra wide veneer boards are cut

off in step c such tha^the seams are distributed irregularly over the width of the extra-wide

veneer board.

r/
/<? 13. NApparatus for producing extra-wide veneer boards, comprising:

a\conveyor belt system adapted to convey oncoming veneers with a

producible width b^one behind the other to form a veneer chain, the conveyor belt moving

in a direction transverse to a grain of the veneers;

a fastening device positioned on the conveyor belt system and adapted to

fasten together abutting edg^s of the orytoqiing veneers of the veneer chain to form seams;

and

a cutting device Npo^fti^nedJ on the conveyor belt downstream from the

er chain in a direction of the grain to form

-width (B).

fastening device and adapted to dot the v<

extra-wide veneer boards with a jnveikextr;

14. The apparatus/claimed inxclaim 13, wherein the cutting device is further

adapted to cut off the extra wide venee\ boards such that the seams are distributed

irregularly over the width of the extra-wide veneer board.

15. The apparatus as claimed in claims 13, wherein the conveyor belt system

comprises a first double conveyor belt on an upstream side of the fastening device and a

second double conveyor belt positioned on a downstream side of the fastening device.

16. The apparatus as claimed in claim 13, furthe\comprising:

a veneer supply station adapted to raise and lower a veneer supply stack;

a vacuum conveyor belt adapted to lift veneers fr^m the veneer supply stack

onto an upstream end of the conveyor belt system.
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17. .The apparatus as claimed in claim 13, further comprising a feeder belt of an

LVL productiori line positioned at a downstream end of the conveyor belt system and

running at a rightVngle to the conveyor belt system.

18. The apparatus as claimed in claim 17, further comprising a vacuum conveyor

belt adapted to convey\he extra wide veneer/fcoards from the downstream end of the

conveyor belt system to the^feeder belt of tlj^L^L production line such that the grain runs

in the same direction as the feeding belt.

19. The apparatus as clai^i^d in clajfn"l3, further comprising:

a feeder belt positioned\it a dcfwnstream end of the conveyor belt system and

running at a right angle to the c9nveyor belt system;

a lifting platform positioned at^a downstream end of the feeder belt such that

extra wide veneer boards are stacked on the lih^ng platform after being conveyed to the

lifting platform from the feeder belt.

20. The apparatus as claimed in claim 19, furtheKcomprising a vacuum conveyor

belt adapted to convey the extra wide veneer boards from the downstream end of the

conveyor belt system to the feeding belt such that the grain runs in th^same direction as the

feeding belt.
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